
This paper combined two subjects: detailed
formulae for electron spin resonance measure-
ments and a novel method of nuclear align-
ment, in which lower temperatures could be
reached by magnetic cooling to zero field. This
initiated the firstsuccessful experiment, carried
out in the Clarendon Laboratory. [The SCI~
indicates that this paper has been cited in over
540 publications.]
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The experimental problems in producing
oriented nuclei had been discussed in the
1 930s, but the combination of high magnetic
fields and very low temperatures appeared to
be fonnidable. Thet~in 1948-1949, suggestions
of using hyperflne interactions were published
by C.J. Gorter’ and by M.E. Rose;~~
required demagnetisation to a small residual
field to produce nuclear polarisation. In 1950
preparations at the Clarendon Laboratory,
University of Oxford, for such experiments
were well advanced, and a discussion meeting
was held by Professor F.E. Simon. There I put
forward a proposal to use the anisotropic

hyperfine structurethat my group had found
in electron paramagnetic resonance experi.
ments. This would not produce nuclear polar-
isation, with a net excess of nuclear spins
pointing in one direction, but nuclear align-
ment, where the spins occupy equal and
opposite senses but in a preferred direction in
a paramagnetic crystal. Such alignment is
sufficient to produce spatial anisotropy in the
emission of gamma rays from a radioactive
nucleus, as pointed out to rue in 1949 at
Harvard University by Robert V. Pound,3

who proposed the use of a nuclear electric
quadrupole interaction.

At the meeting Simon asked Maurice Pryce,
Wykeham Professor of Theoretical Physics,
about the suggestion, and Pryce confirmed its
validity. Our resonance experiments had
revealed that salts of divalent cobalt, such as
the double sulphates, or Tutton salts,’ were
particularly suitable. j.M. Daniels,MA. Grace,
and N.F.H. Robinson5 used a mixed crystal of
(1 percent Co, 12 percent Cu, 87 percent
Zn)Rb2 (S0~)~,6H20, containing a small
amount of radioactive ‘°Co, half-life 5.3
years. Their first experiment in the autumn of
1951 was successful; an anisotropy amounting
to 1.44:1 in the spatial emission of gamma rays
was observed.

Interest in nuclear orientation has dimin-
ished, though experiments are still in progress
in a number of laboratories. The paper con-
tinues to be quoted because of the extensive
formulae for the energy levels and allowed
transitions in electron paramagnetic resonance.
They assume anisotropy (with axial symmetry),
both in the electronic g-factor and in the
hyperfine structure an external magnetic field
is applied at an angle to the symmetry axis.
A small nuclear electric quadrupole interac-
tion isalso included. These formulae have been
applied to problems on the borderlines of
physics, chemistry, and biology.~
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